BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD

VERSE 1 (♩ = 56–60)

Melody

F    Fsus4    F    Fsus4    F    Bb

C    F

Gm    C

1. Be-hold the Lamb of God, be-hold the

1. Lamb of God who car-ries our bur-den, who

F    Dm    Gm    Bb    C

F

1. knows our pain, who bears the sins of the world.

Text: Based on John 1:29; Isaiah 53:4–5; Luke 23:34; Revelation 11:15; Bob Dufford, b. 1943.
Music: Bob Dufford.
Text and music © 1985, Robert J. Dufford, SJ, and OCP. All rights reserved.
**REFRAIN**

\[F\] **Fsus4** \[F\] **Fsus4** \[F\] **Bb**

\[F\] **Gm** **Bb** **C** **F**

\[F\] **Gsus4** \[1-3\] \[F\] **to Verses 2-4** \[Final\] \[Fsus4\] \[F\] **Fine**

\[F\] \[Fsus4\] \[1-3\] \[Fsus4\] **to Verses 2-4** **molto rit.**
VERSE 2 Vigorously

2. Surely he has borne our grief and

marcato sempre

2. carried the sorrows of us all.

Struck

2. down in our stead, rejected and scorned, and

2. by his wounds we are healed.

D.S.
BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD, cont. (4)

VERSE 3 (d. = 52–56)

3. Fa - ther, for - give them, they

3. do not un - der - stand, they

3. do not un - der - stand what they

3. do. D.S. 
VERSE 4  Slightly faster (\( \dot{=} 56–60 \))

4. The kingdom of this world has been taken away from the world has been given to the Lord and to his Christ, and he shall reign for endless days.

4. Wor-thy is the Lamb.
BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD

VERSE 1

1. Behold the Lamb of God, who carries our burden, who knows our pain, who bears the sins of the world.

REFRAIN

Refrain (a tempo)

Ref. Be hold the Lamb of God, be hold the Lamb of God; Jesus, Jesus, is the Lamb of God.

1. Behold the Lamb of God...

Text: Based on John 1:29; Isaiah 53:4-5; Luke 23:34; Revelation 11:15; Bob Dufford, b. 1943.
Music: Bob Dufford.
Text and music © 1985, Robert J. Dufford, SJ, and OCP. All rights reserved.
VERSE 2  Vigorously

(G)  Ab   (D)  Eb   (E)  F   (G)  Ab

2. Sure-ly _____ he has borne our grief _______ and car-ried ___ the

(Bm)  Cm   (E)  F   (A)  Bb   (Am)  Bbm

sor-rows ___ of us all. ______ Struck down ___ in our stead, re-

(Em)  Fm   (B)  C   (F#)  G   (B)  C7

2. ject-ed ___ and scorned, __ and by his wounds we are healed.

VERSE 3  ( \( \text{Q} = 52-56 \) )

(Bm)  Cm   (Gm)  Abm   (Bm)  Cm   (E)  F   (Am)  Bbm  (F)  Gb  (Em)  Fm

3. Fa- ther, ___ for-give them, ___ they do not un-der-stand, _____ they

(F)  Gb   (G)  Ab   (C)  Db   (Em)  Fm   (F#m)  Gm   (B)  C

3. do not un-der-stand what they do.

VERSE 4  Slightly faster ( \( \text{Q} = 56-60 \) )

(G)  Ab   (Bm)  Cm   (E)  F   (G)  Ab

4. The king-dom of this world _____ has be-come ___ the

(D)  Eb   (E)  F   (Am)  Bbm  (G)  Ab  (C)  Db  (D)  Eb

4. king-dom ___ of Christ, ______ and he shall reign ___ for

(G)  Ab  (Bm)  Cm  (Em)  Fm  (B)  C  (F#)  G  (B)  C

D.S. al fine

4. end-less days. ____ Worth-y is ____ the Lamb.
BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD

VERSE 1 (d = 56–60)

Capo 1: (E) F (Esus4) (E) (Esus4) (E)
1. Be - hold ____ the Lamb of God, ____ be -
(A) (B) (E) (F#m) (B)
Bb C F Gm C
1. hold ____ the Lamb of God ______ who car ries ____ our bur - den, ____ who
(E) (C#m) (F#m) (A) (B)
F Dm Gm Bb C
1. knows our pain, ____ who bears ____ the sins of the world, ______

REFRAIN

(E) (Esus4) (E) (Esus4) (E) (A) (B)
Melody Be - hold ____ the Lamb of God, ____ be - hold ____ the Lamb of
(E) F (F#m) (B) (E) (F#m)
Gm C F Gm
God; ______ Je - sus, ______ Je - sus ______ is the
(A) (B) (E) (Esus4) 1-3 (E) Final (E) (Esus4) (E)
Bb C F (Esus4) F F F F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F Fsus4 F
Lamb ____ of God. ______ to Verses 2-4 ____ Final ____

Text: Based on John 1:29; Isaiah 53:4–5; Luke 23:34; Revelation 11:15; Bob Dufford, b. 1943.
Music: Bob Dufford.
Text and music © 1985, Robert J. Dufford, SJ, and OCP. All rights reserved.
VERSE 2  Vigorously

\( \text{(G)} \quad \text{Ab} \)
\( \text{D} \quad \text{Eb} \)
\( \text{E} \quad \text{F} \)
\( \text{G} \quad \text{Ab} \)

2. Surely he has borne our grief and carried the sorrows of us all. Struck down in our stead, rejected and scorned, and by his wounds we are healed.

VERSE 3  \( \text{J. = 52–56} \)

\( \text{(Bm)} \quad \text{Cm} \)
\( \text{Gm} \quad \text{Ab} \)
\( \text{(Bm)} \quad \text{Cm} \)
\( \text{(E)} \quad \text{F} \)
\( \text{(Am)} \quad \text{Bb} \)
\( \text{(F)} \quad \text{Gb} \)
\( \text{(Em)} \quad \text{Fm} \)
\( \text{(F#m)} \quad \text{Gm} \)
\( \text{(B)} \quad \text{C} \)

3. Father, forgive them, they do not understand, they do not understand what they do.

VERSE 4  \( \text{J. = 56–60} \)

\( \text{(G)} \quad \text{Ab} \)
\( \text{(Bm)} \quad \text{Cm} \)
\( \text{(E)} \quad \text{F} \)
\( \text{(G)} \quad \text{Ab} \)
\( \text{(D)} \quad \text{Eb} \)
\( \text{(E)} \quad \text{F} \)
\( \text{(Am)} \quad \text{Bbm} \)
\( \text{(G)} \quad \text{Ab} \)
\( \text{(C)} \quad \text{Db} \)
\( \text{(D)} \quad \text{Eb} \)

4. The kingdom of this world has become the kingdom of Christ, and he shall reign for endless days. Worthy is the Lamb.